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In the world of apparel retail, seasonality 

typically leaves behind inventory that doesn’t

immediately sell. Such was the case with

Hanesbrands. As the iconic company worked

to sell excess inventory, they found

that their process of dealing with several large

liquidators through multiple emails each month

was less than ideal. That’s when they reached 

out to B-Stock.

B-Stock continues to deliver 

results that are above 10% 

of retail in just about every 

category. That’s why we 

continue driving merchandise 

through their platform.
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ABOUT B-STOCK SOLUTIONS

B-Stock operates the world’s largest network of B2B market- 

places for returned and excess apparel, shoes, and accessories. 

Our platform connects major retailers and brands directly to 

vetted secondary market apparel buyers around the globe.

Our account management team is made up of apparel and 

auction industry experts who provide daily support, guidance, 

and auction strategy. To learn how we can help you maximize 

results for your excess apparel, contact us.

THE SOLUTION THE RESULTS

MONTHLY SALES DATA

To help Hanesbrands sell their excess basic apparel, 

B-Stock focused on creating a flexible and scalable 

solution that would best suit their needs. A private online 

B2B marketplace would allow the brand to showcase 

and sell the excess inventory to a large group of vetted 

business buyers of their choosing—thereby protecting 

their brand—while an auction dynamic would breed 

competition and increase pricing. Once B-Stock built and 

launched the Hanesbrands marketplace, the predicted 

results began to materialize.

Once the Hanesbrands private marketplace was up and 

running, the apparel brand was able to not only sell their 

excess inventory, but do so in stellar fashion, performing 

above and beyond what they’d expected. In their first two 

years of partnership, Hanesbrands grew their network 

to 429 buyers and 1,734 bidders. What’s more, they’ve 

held more than 1,700 auctions in total. Over these 24 

months, the B2B auction marketplace solution allowed 

Hanesbrands to consistently achieve results of above 

10% of retail in every category; further proof of the 

B-Stock solution.

From an operations perspective, Hanesbrands now sees a 15-day turnaround from auction launch to cash in hand, 

increasing their sales cycle velocity. In fact, Hanes was so satisfied with their results that they recommended 

B-Stock to a major apparel supply company, whose own private marketplace launched in July of 2020.
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CONTACT B-STOCK

Ready to optimize your liquidation strategy? 

Contact us to learn how we can help.

https://bstock.com/sellers/enterprise/
https://bstock.com/sellers/enterprise/

